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The Cannon The the the the the Cannon The THE THE
THE CANNON 
(Snoop) 
One time is on the block and the block is sorta hot
same spot where i do my thang and everybody know
my name will i switch never that ima stay the same play
the game stay the game in every hood its all the same
you wanna ride Through the CPT You think you down
like a DPG? It looks easy Duddnit? Wuddnit? Bloodin it
Game 

(Game) 

Lil nigga wit a boombox rocks in his tube socks Against
all odds im on the Block like tupac cops drive by we
throwin rocks at they Shit still Fuck tha police behind
that project fence Drinkin 40 ounces brown paper bag
around that OE Bitches knockin on my door cuz they
know i Sold E Fiends knockin on my door cuz they know
i Sold crack nigga flush that 

(CHORUS SNOOP) 
One time is on the block and the block is sorta hot
same spot where i do my thang and everybody know
my name will i switch never that ima stay the same play
the game stay the game in every hood its all the same
you wanna ride Through the CPT You think you down
like a DPG? It looks easy Duddnit? Wuddnit? Bloodin it
Game 

(Verse two Game) 

Brenda's got a baby, Brenda's Barely got a Brain
shoppin rocks radio sittin on the window Pane cops just
left straight raided my shit but they aint find no drugs
my rocks swimmin with the fish had to call fredrico
from Pico and re up i aint had the return money so this
time i put a G up now its back to the hood before i could
roll my trees up look in the rearview 

(CHORUS SNOOP) 
One time is on the block and the block is sorta hot
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same spot where i do my thang and everybody know
my name will i switch never that ima stay the same play
the game stay the game in every hood its all the same
you wanna ride Through the CPT You think you down
like a DPG? It looks easy Duddnit? Wuddnit? Bloodin it
Game 

(Verse three Game) 

Pigs pulled up behind me and they runnin my plates so
i blew all my chronic off that ghetto boys tape then the
cops pulled off im too legit like hammer gotta stop
ridin dirty fo they put me in the slammer dropped the
6-4 and i backed in the driveway some niggas rolled up
in the cutless lookin sideways lift up my shirt and
cocked the glock nine its check out time 

(CHORUS SNOOP) 
One time is on the block and the block is sorta hot
same spot where i do my thang and everybody know
my name will i switch never that ima stay the same play
the game stay the game in every hood its all the same
you wanna ride Through the CPT You think you down
like a DPG? It looks easy Duddnit? Wuddnit? Bloodin it
Game 

(Verse four game) 

One, two, three, and to the fo not Dre and Doggy Dogg
but the cops is at my doe Somebody musta snitched
bout the niggas i shot just another dead body nigga
fuck them knots turned the radio up and finish rollin my
blunts the bird flyin over my house see the lights in the
front I aint comin outside if they like it or not nigga i
dont give a fuck if one time is on the block 

(CHORUS SNOOP) 
One time is on the block and the block is sorta hot
same spot where i do my thang and everybody know
my name will i switch never that ima stay the same play
the game stay the game in every hood its all the same
you wanna ride Through the CPT You think you down
like a DPG? It looks easy Duddnit? Wuddnit? Bloodin it
Game 

(Last verse Game) 

Ima a natural born killer ill air yo whole crew out cop
killa like Ice T get ready for the shootout throw on my
raider beanie cop the AK Quick beat the block Queen
Latifah in that set it off shit out the rag on my face and



kicked out the front doe let off my AK like a
mothafuckin pro im shot dear God i wonder can you
save me? fuck nah. 

(Music fades to chorus and Game talking) 

(CHORUS SNOOP) 
One time is on the block and the block is sorta hot
same spot where i do my thang and everybody know
my name will i switch never that ima stay the same play
the game stay the game in every hood its all the same
you wanna ride Through the CPT You think you down
like a DPG? It looks easy Duddnit? Wuddnit? Bloodin it
Game
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